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ON THE DEPENDENCE RELATION OVER MODULES 
Vlasti.mil D2AB , Praha 
(Preliminary communication) 
In the present note, we shall give some necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a ring R to satisfy the follow-
ing property: Ail modules over R admit a dependence theory 
analogous to that in abelian groups (in particular, every mo-
dule over R admits an invariant rank). Our theorems gene-
ralize the results of Kerte'ss [4] and Puchs [3J* 
Without any substantial loss of generality, all rings to 
be considered here are (associative) rings R with identi-
ty and all R -modules - unitary left modules over R • For 
the terminology we refer to 12) or {l] • 
Let M be an R -module. An element x € M is said 
to depmd on X Q M if there exist ** € R and 
A± m R , Xi € X for 4 * i * n such that 
0 + Ji X m JE A • X. > 
4*4 % * 
With respect to this dependence relation, any module over a 
ring is an A -dependence structure. For a large family of 
rings R including all rings with maximal or minimal condi-
tion for left ideals, the R -modules are G A -dependen-
ce structures (on the other hand, not all commutative zings be-
long to this family): 
Theorem 1. Every R -module is a GA -dependence 
structure if and only if, for any proper left ideal L of R , 
there exists JO + L such that the quotient ideal L.'tf) 
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i s irreducible ( i . e . i t cannot be represented as the intersec-
t ion of two l e f t idea ls d i f ferent from L : p ) . 
As t o the similar question on LA -dependence structures, 
the answer i s a consequence of the following more general theo-
rem* 
Theorem 2 . Let rf be a family of l e f t idea l s of R. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
( i ) For any R -modul M and any subset S S M such 
that the order (annihilating ideal ) of each element CL € S 
belongs to o£ y 5 i s a LA -dependence structure (with 
respect to the dependence re lat ion res tr ic ted to S ) . 
( i i ) Every ideal belonging to SC i s irreducib l e . 
Corollary. Every 'R -module i s a LA -dependence s truc-
ture (and thus, any two i t s maximal independent subsets have the 
same card inal ity) i f and only i f every l e f t ideal L of R 
i s irreducible , i . e . i f and only i f the family of a l l l e f t i d e -
a l s of R i s a chain ( l inearly ordered by inc lus ion) . 
The las t theorem r e f l e c t s , in a general form, the s i tuat ion 
in abelian groups. 
Theorem 3 . Let ££ be a family of l e f t idea l s of a ring R• 
Let P be a two-sided prime ideal of R such that the f o l -
lowing two cond i t ions are s a t i s f i e d : 
( i ) I f L fi rf and L : f> «• P for an element p € R , 
then L fi P • 
( i i ) If L € £ and L C P , then L i s prime. 
Then, any l R -module M possesses the following proper-
ty : 
Let S fi M be the subset of a l l elements of order P , If 
M-j and M2 are two maximal independent subsets of M 
consist ing of elements whose orders belong to «C f then 
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S A M ̂  and S f\ M% % «*re maximal independent subsets 
of S . If , moreover, P i s irreducib le , then S i s a LA" 
dependence structure and thus teutd ( S A Mi ) « ca/td (S n M^ ) . 
The above resu l t s were read by the author in the Makere-
re University College at Kampala, Uganda, on November 16, 
1963 and in the 6th Austrian Mathematical Congress at Graz, 
September 14-18, 1964. 
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